Spontaneous cell transformation: karyoplasts derived from multinucleated cells produce new cell growth in senescent human epithelial cell cultures.
Previously, it was shown that SV40-induced cell transformation of human diploid (2N), epithelial cells was a dynamic process of nuclear and cellular events. In this process, nuclei of polyploid (above 2N) cells broke down into multinucleated cells (MNCs) by amitotic division. An induced mass karyoplast (i.e., small cell with reduced amount of cytoplasm) budding process from the MNCs produced transformed cells with extended life span (EL) and altered morphology. In this study, without the use of SV40 and no induction of karyoplast budding, the same sequence of cellular events was found to occur spontaneously for the same type of cells at replicative senescence (no mitosis). These cell transformation events were followed by phase-contrast photography of living cell cultures. Primary, diploid, epithelial cell cultures grew for two to three passages and then entered senescence. Cells remaining in the cultures after widespread cell death (mortality stage 1; M1) developed the typical large, flat-cell morphology of senescence with increased cytoplasmic volume. Some of these cells were MNCs, mostly with two to four nuclei. Cytokinesis in MNCs and spontaneous karyoplast budding from MNCs were observed, and new, limited EL cell growth was present either in foci of cells or as prolonged cell growth over one to two passages. At the end of their replicative phase, the EL cells entered another death crisis (M2) from which no cells survived. In M2-crisis, rarely transformed cells appear with immortal cell growth characteristics (i.e., cell lines). Numerous examples of fragmentation or amitosis of polyploid nuclei in the production of multinucleated cells (MNCs) are presented. Such nuclear divisions produced nuclei with unequal sizes, which suggest unbalanced chromosomal segregations. The nuclear and cellular events in cell transformation are compared with a natural (no induction) occurrence of MNC-offspring cells in mammalian placentas. The possibility of a connection between these two processes is discussed. And finally the difference in the duration of EL cell growth from SV40-MNCs versus from senescent-MNCs is ascribed to increased mutational load in SV40-induced MNCs as compared with that in senescence MNCs.